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Billionaire tiger shifter Nikhil Baagh has
learned to subdue his savage nature. He no
longer chases enemies through the city
streets, maintaining justice with his teeth
and claws. The exotic CEO follows human
laws now, laying a sophisticated trap for
the curvaceous hacker daring to illegally
access his technological empire. Nikhil
then takes one sniff of Violets delectable
scent and all of his most animalistic
instincts stir. The plus-sized rebel isnt
merely his prey. Shes his mate, and he
hunts her -- tracking Violet through the
social jungle, intent on claiming her
permanently. When an uptight tiger shifter
meets a no-rules hacker, chaos reigns,
empires fall, and old enemies resurface.
Can Nikhil embrace his wild side and risk
everything for love?
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Cynthia Sax - Goodreads The Big Cats and Public Safety Protection Act, will ensure that lions, tigers and other
dangerous big cats, which are bred to be sold and kept as pets or for
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